The Constant Learner Part 2

REDF Portfolio Retreat
The Leader’s To-Learn List

- What *COULD* I do this week to best set-up my organization for success?

- Who *COULD* I empower to explore a key challenge in the next two weeks?

- What can I learn in the next month to better understand strategic opportunities and potential risks?
Take Mental Inventory

Reflect silently, and then write down 3 words that describe your experience as a learner this week.
Reunite with your trio

What progress did you make on your “to-learn” list?

Any surprises?
Challenges?

What do you need to learn next?
How might we leverage our collective curiosities to advance the sector?
A collective commitment to learn

- What could I learn on Monday in response to something I heard this week?
- Who could I gather and empower to share their experience and inform our future strategy?
- What is the most pressing “unknown” I could explore to better understand strategic opportunities and potential risks?
1. Open the REDF app
2. Click on the “Last Day Learning Goal Icon”
3. Complete the form, and insert your Last Day Learning Goal

Don’t be shy!
megan@theleanjane.com